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ABSTRACT
Robot and AR/VR systems have to take highly responsive real-time actions, driven by
complex decisions involving a pipeline of sensing, perception, planning, and reaction tasks.
Given constrained resources, this leads to a difficult scheduling problem. In practice – system
designers manually tune params for their specific hardware and application, while real-time
scheduling approaches assume static periodic schedules – both of which result in suboptimal
application performance especially when both the environment and the hardware can change.
In this work, we highlight the emerging need for automated resource optimization at
runtime in sense - react systems. As a step towards this goal, we identify various unique
challenges in this area, especially understanding the key scheduling requirements for such
systems. We propose a preliminary framework and a novel scheduling policy that enables
efficient and dynamic optimization of application-specific performance goals. In experiments
with a prototype implemented in the ROS and ILLIXR platforms, we show that our approach
improves application performance, for example, 15x better performance for face tracking
robot and 7x better collision avoidance for a navigation robot. We believe this work will
lead to systems that are substantially easier to develop and fulfill their tasks measureably
better.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Sense - react systems such as robotics and AR/VR are becoming ever more pervasive.
While a variety of robots now assist us with various mundane, high precision, or dangerous
tasks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9], XR has affected the way we teach, practice medicine [10, 11],
etc, and is envisioned to be the next interface for compute [12, 13]. Both robots and XR
systems typically feature a sense-perceive-plan-react pipeline (Figure 1.1) which ranges from
a single linear chain of components in the simplest applications to a multi-chain directed
acyclic graph (DAG) in more complex ones. Most such systems run on devices with limited
compute, e.g. a mini PC [14, 15] or Raspberry Pi [16, 17] or In this work, we motivate the
need for automated and dynamic resource management in such compute platforms, identify
the key challenges, and develop a preliminary scheduling framework to dynamically manage
on-device CPU resources for sense - react systems at runtime.
Resource management for robotics and AR/VR requires co-optimizing multiple dimensions
– how much resources must be allocated to each component, how often each component gets
triggered, and the order in which they run. This results in a difficult scheduling problem,
where the appropriate choice depends on the amount of available resources, the resource
usage of each component, and the performance requirements of the application. The resource
manager must also take into account dynamic variations in resource usage (e.g. due to
accumulation of more information about the environment, or a change in scene) and in
resource availability (e.g. due to battery constraints). The fact that the impact of scheduling
decisions on the performance of a sense react system is deeply tied to semantics of the specific
application, further add to the difficulty of resource management.
Despite the rich literature in system scheduling, past work fall short of addressing these
requirements and challenges in sense - react systems. They either optimize a subset of the
dimensions listed above (e.g. just the triggering frequency [18], or the execution ordering
[19, 20, 21]), or consider local (per-component) adaptations that do not take system-wide
requirements into account [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28], or rely on static configurations learnt
offline that cannot adapt to dynamic variations [29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. To the best of our
knowledge, none of the related works discuss the correlation between scheduling decisions
and applications’ performance.
Thus resource management in sense - react systems remains a challenge in which developers
are provided little help. While frameworks that assist in development of applications exist
(e.g. ROS [34], ILLIXR [12], OpenXR [35], they leave resource management decisions















Figure 1.1: Basic pipeline in sense - react systems
Application developers often react to poor performance with desperate attempts at fine-
tuning the scheduling decisions for different components, scaling up the resources, and other
such ad hoc strategies. The engineering effort involved in hand-tuning system performance
steals from the time that could have been better spent on developing more useful higher-level
applications, and also increases the barrier of entry into the field of robotics and AR/VR.
We therefore highlight the key scheduling challenges and requirements, and design Jenga
(§5), an automated resource manager to dynamically manage the compute resources for a
sense react application. Jenga uses a hierarchical approach to solve the scheduling prob-
lem, and has support for handling various kinds of application requirements. It can be
plugged into existing robotics and AR/VR frameworks (e.g. ROS, ILLXIR respectively),
and provided as an optional service to the applications using the framework. Through our
preliminary case studies (§7), involving 3 applications in both domains (object tracking
robot, exploration robot and Virtual Reality), we show how Jenga can achieve better ap-
plication performance than the default (hand-tuned) configurations, and demonstrate the
significance of meeting the scheduling requirements, specifically handling dynamicity and
heterogeneity in the DAG. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to evaluate
the impact of system scheduling on how well a sense - react system fulfills its tasks.
Our work thus motivates the need for automated resource management at runtime in order
to improve a system’s performance and ease application development. While, as a first step,
we focus on managing CPU resources on the edge device for robots / XR, our work opens up
several interesting directions for future research (§8), which include generalizing to systems
with heterogeneous compute resources (e.g. CPU, GPU), simultaneously managing memory
and network constraints, and to other sense-react applications.
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CHAPTER 2: BACKGROUND
2.1 OVERVIEW OF ROBOT AND XR SYSTEMS
Most robotics and AR/VR applications can be characterized by components connected
in a DAG, where each node represents a computation task (or component) and each edge
represents flow of data between tasks. Different applications vary greatly in their complexity,
based on the high-level task to be accomplished. In this section, we take a look at 3 such
applications, and also discuss the task - specific goals for each of them.
2.1.1 Face Tracking Robot
A simple face-tracking application [36, 37] is comprised of nodes arranged in linear pipeline
(Figure 2.1) – a camera (C) to capture and pre-process images, a perception node (OD) to
find the face in the image, a planning node (VP) to compute the velocity at which the camera
must rotate to track the face, and the camera motor that rotates accordingly.
Performance Goals. The main goal of this robot is to always keep the object in its camera
frame, or equivalently, to never lose track of the object.
2.1.2 Robot 2D Navigation
The robot’s task in this application is to explore an unknown area [38]. Figure 2.2
represents how the various components within the application are connected to form a DAG.
It uses two sensors – a laser scanner and an odometer, which reports speed and location
information at a high rate to all other nodes. The local cost mapper (LC) uses the laser
scans to update its knowledge of the robot’s immediate vicinity. The global map and localize
node (GML) performs two tasks: (a) Correcting the robot’s location and (b) pre-processing
the laser scans before sending them to the global mapper (GM) that maintains a global map
of all the areas that the robot has explored so far. The global planner (GP) computes the
global trajectory of the robot, i.e. which area to explore next, based on the current position
of the robot and GM’s global map. The Navigation Command (NC) node, based on the
robot’s position and the current trajectory (GP’s output), decides in what direction should
the robot move. Finally, the local planner (LP) uses the local cost map and the navigation
command to output the robot’s velocity, which is actuated by the mobile base.
Performance Goals. For the navigation application in a dynamic environment, avoiding
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Figure 2.1: DAG representing the face tracking robot application
Figure 2.2: DAG representing the robot navigation application
obstacles is critical, and that is the first performance goal that we consider. A second goal
is to explore the entire area quickly, i.e. to have a high rate of exploration.
2.1.3 Virtual Reality
The VR application’s task is to provide a smooth visualization of the virtual world, based
on the user’s head movement. Figure 2.3 represents the various components within the
application. It uses two sensors – an IMU, which measures acceleration of the user’s head,
and a camera, which takes pictures of the surrounding environment. The SLAM component
fuses the camera and IMU sensors to produce an estimate of the user’s pose. The integrator
(Int) integrates incoming IMU samples from the IMU to obtain a relative pose, and combines
it with SLAM’s output to get a better pose estimate. The Render task (R) uses this pose
along with Int outputs to computes an image (aka ‘frame’) of the virtual world, which
would be from the perspective of the pose estimate. The Timewarp component takes in this
rendered frame and processed IMU values from Int, and updates the frame according to the
user’s pose based on the IMU data from Int. Lastly, the timewarp’s output is sent to the
display driver so as to display the frame on a screen mounted to the user’s headset.
Performance Goals. To provide a smooth virtual visualization, the application should
estimate the user’s pose correctly [so that the rendered image is in the correct perspective],
generating the right image and updating the virtual world state with as less delay as possible.
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Figure 2.3: DAG representing the VR application in iLLIXR
For example, in a bowling simulation, the application should quickly detect if a player crosses
the fault line so as to update the scores accordingly.
2.2 DEPLOYMENT PLATFORMS
In many low cost robots, sensors and actuators are attached to a single on-board computer
which runs all software components in the DAG, often using CPU as the only compute
resource [14, 17, 39]. GPUs and other accelerators can be attached at the cost of higher
expense and battery usage. Note that this means that there would be contention among the
different components for usage of the CPU.
In larger robot systems, the nodes may be split across multiple on-board machines [40? ],
or some nodes may be offloaded to edge or cloud servers [41, 42, 43, 44].
There are some VR headsets which offload the computation to an attached server [45]. But
more commonly, many AR/VR applications are run with the support of an embedded system
[46, 47, 48], on stand-alone devices such as Oculus Go & Quest [49, 50]. The embedded
platforms provide on-board compute in the form of CPUs, GPUs and accelerators such as
DSPs.
In this work, we focus on systems using a single on-board computer, with CPU as the
only contended compute resource.
2.3 DEVELOPMENT FRAMEWORKS
It is common to use a software framework (e.g. [12, 34, 35, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55]) for developing
sense - react applications for both robotics and AR/VR. The modularity of such frameworks
allow developers to easily re-use existing software packages, swapping specific nodes with
newer ones, as needed.
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Robot Operating System (ROS) [34, 56] is by far the most popular framework for robotics
applications, with more than 300K estimated users [57]. It is widely used for developing
research prototypes, with industry usage also growing rapidly [2, 58, 59, 60, 61].
Illinois Extended Reality testbed (ILLIXR) [12] is a new development framework for
AR/VR applications, which provides the implementation for various widely used compo-
nents, along with an extensible communication interface and runtime. It is compliant with
OpenXR [35], which is a standard for a standard for XR device runtimes to interface with
the applications that run on them.
Both the frameworks allow developers to program each component of an application indi-
vidually, and provide APIs for communication (i.e. flow of data) among those components.
There are two broad types of communication supported by both ROS and ILLIXR, listed
below. Let us consider there is an edge from component A to B in the DAG of an application
[i.e. A’s outputs are used by B]. Then,
• Synchronous. B is synchronous w.r.t. A (or equivalently this edge is synchronous) if
it waits for A’s outputs and executes exactly once for each output of A. This is similar
to the publish subscribe or event driven messaging [24, 26] and can be modelled as
a message queue b/w AB with insertions by A and deletions by B. One can set the
maximum queue length as a parameter in ROS.
• Asynchronous. B is asynchronous w.r.t. A (or this edge is asynchronous) if it uses the
latest output of A every time it executes.
Note that each component’s execution can either be triggered 1 by a synchronous edge or
have a periodic timer based on a tunable frequency parameter.
ROS supports using TCP/UDP for communication among different components if they
are in different processes, and using shared memory if they are different nodelets within the
same process. ILLIXR supports shared memory communication since all components are
implemented as different plugins (threads) in the same process.
1The node executes once for every trigger it receives.
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CHAPTER 3: UNIQUE CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES
The problem of CPU scheduling for DAGs representing sense - react systems is hard,
and poses many challenges unique to such systems. In this chapter, we will discuss these
challenges, along with certain opportunities that one can leverage in such systems.
3.1 CHALLENGES
3.1.1 Resource Management Decisions
Management of CPU resources for a DAG - like application involves co-optimizing several
dimensions of scheduling. Namely, we need to take the following decisions :
• Core Allocation. Given a multi core platform, one needs to decide which components
are allowed to use which cores. We should also account for heterogeneity among cores,
and hyper threading within each core.
• Execution Frequency. For each component, one needs to decide the rate at which it
should execute, i.e. use inputs from upstream nodes to produce a new output.
• Degree of Parallelism. There can be components which support multi - threading, e.g.
the computation within the GM component in the navigation DAG can be parallelized.
For such components, one also needs to decide the level of parallelism, or equivalently,
the number of threads it is allowed to make.
• Temporal CPU Allocation. For a core to which multiple components are assigned, one
needs to decide the scheduling order among those components. e.g. In a priority based
scheduling policy, the relative priority numbers are a parameter, that affect which
component gets to use the cpu core at any given time.
It is a hard scheduling problem to solve for the optimal set of scheduling decisions. We
have a simple proof of NP-hardness for a subset of this problem in [62]. The optimal solution
would depend on the available resources, the compute requirement of different components,
as well as the performance - related requirements of the application itself.
3.1.2 Dynamicity
The scheduling problem is exacerbated by the fact that there can be dynamicity in resource
usage & availability, as well as the environment.
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Figure 3.1: Variation in the CPU resource usage of various components (GML, GP) of the
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Figure 3.2: Response Time for a chain - the yellow star denotes a change in the environment,
and RT denotes the worst case time for the chain to capture this change and react to it.
Resource Usage. The compute resource requirement of a component can vary over time, or
based on its inputs. For example, as the navigating robot covers more area, the compute time
taken by the component GM to generate the global map increases, as it has to accumulate
all the information collected since the start of exploration. As the size of GM’s global map
increases, the compute time to decide the robot’s trajectory by GP also grows. Lastly, the
node GML can perform loop closure [63] while correcting the robot’s location, which is very
expensive, and causes spikes in GML’s compute time graph. Figure 3.1 shows the above
trends. In the ILLIXR application, the SLAM node similarly has high variability in resource
usage.
Resource Availability. The amount of resources available to the application can vary with
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Figure 3.3: (Left) A small map with 2 obstacles (blue), which start moving towards the
opposite wall when the robot (red) arrives near, so as to block its path. (Right) Number of
times the robot collides with an obstacle, when navigation is run 30 times (in simulation)
on the map on the left, with local chain’s RT on the x-axis. [All other nodes were running
on separate cores at default frequencies]
time, or across different hardware platforms. For instance, for any embedded platform/robot,
as time goes on, one might reduce the number of CPU cores, or reduce the frequency of the
cores, so as to save power/battery life.
Environment. Different types of environments can also vary the application’s requirements,
and consequently the scheduling decisions. For example, a navigating robot might need to
update the local area map more quickly in an environment with dynamic obstacles, as
compared to a static environment. In the case of VR, a dynamic game such as PUBG will
have much more stringent requirements than a simple scenario like watching the sky [which
has a static background].
All in all, because of all these kinds of variations, it is important that the resource manager
is aware of them and has the ability to adapt the optimal decisions accordingly.
3.1.3 Heterogeneous Low – level Requirements
For designing a solution, it is important to analyse the effects of the scheduling decisions
on the performance metrics. Since it requires considerable effort to experiment with various
possible scheduling decisions via simulations/real systems to compute the corresponding
application performance, it is easier and more intuitive to consider low-level metrics to bridge
the gap. In other words, if we understand the correlation between low level metrics and
the application’s performance, then the scheduling problem can be simplified into meeting
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requirements on the low level metrics.
Let us first discuss some commonly used low level metrics in DAG applications. We define
each unique path from an input node (with no incoming edges) to an output node (with no
outgoing edges) as a chain. As can be seen in Figures 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, the object tracking
application, navigation and VR have 1, 4 and 6 chains respectively. We now list some low
level metrics :
Chain Latency. We can define the latency along each chain in the DAG to represent the
time taken for for an input at the source (i.e. a sensor) to be processed along chain and
generate an output at the sink (last component in the chain).
Component Throughput. This represents the rate at which a given component produces new
outputs.
Chain Throughput. We can define the throughput along a chain as the rate at which inputs
from the chain’s source node (a sensor) are processed to generate new outputs at the sink.
Chain Response Time. We define response time (RT) along each chain as, the worst-case
time taken for a change to occur in the environment, for it to be captured by the source
(sensor) node, and the corresponding reaction to be produced at the sink of the chain.
Figure 3.2 denotes this metric. Intuitively, RT is the latency along a chain plus the time gap
between two outputs (it thus combines both latency and throughput). This metric shares
similarity with “age of information”, a freshness metric defined in the context of network
communication [64].
We can now analyse some intuitive correlations between performance and low level metrics.
For the face tracking application involving a single chain, the ability of the system to track
the object strongly depends on how long it takes the application to process and react to a
new camera image (which contains information about the object’s latest position). Hence,
we expect to see a correlation between the response time (RT) of the chain and the robot’s
performance, and optimizing for RT would be the low-level requirement that a scheduler can
focus on.
For the navigation application, how well a robot is able to avoid dynamic obstacles, de-
pends to an important degree on how quickly the LC and LP nodes process new scans to
update the map of the immediate environment and calculate the robot’s velocity accordingly,
i.e. the throughput and latency along the local chain ‘scans → LC → LP → base’. We also
observed this emipirically, in a simple setting for this application wherein the robot was able
to avoid collisions better when it had better response time for this chain (wile keeping all
other scheduling decisions fixed), as shown in Figure 3.3.
In the VR application, it is important to have low latency along the IMU - Int - TW -
Display chain so as to avoid nausea in the VR user [65, 66]. This again represents a direct
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correlation in application performance and low level metrics, and the scheduler design can
take this into account.
But apart from these intuitive insights, it turns out that such correlations are deeply tied
to application semantics, and require extensive inputs from domain experts / developers.
We now discuss various such insights that highlight both the difficulty in getting the low
level requirements, as well as challenges for the scheduling problem itself.
• The node GML buffers laser scans, so as not to lose out information contained in the
scans, about areas that have been visited, which is in contrast to nodes such as NC,
GP which always use the latest position estimate, i.e. the latest odometry, and LC
similarly uses the most recent (latest) laser scan to update its map so as to reduce the
delay in sensing & reacting to obstacles. This translates to different low level metrics
being important for different components.
• The GML has a bimodal nature - for each laser scan, it either does a quick check &
discards the scan if it does not have any new information, or processes the scan [which
involves updating the pose correction, possibly performing loop closure, and sending
the scan to GM]. Lastly, for each scan [whether processed or discarded], it sends out
the pose correction. Hence it is important to not batch the processing at GML, since
both GP, NC combine this correction with the position (odometry) information with
the same timestamp, and they will end up using old odometry if GML’s outputs are
delayed. Each of these characteristics differentiate this component from others.
• The node GM runs only if there’s at least one new scan (coming from GML). Hence, the
effective frequency of such a node will highly depend on the GML’s logic of discarding
laser scans. We found that GML node has a few configuration parameters (travel
distance [67], travel rotation [68]), which affect how many scans does GML discard
(if the robot has moved less than travel distance and rotated less than travel rotation,
GML discards the scan), and consequently affect the throughput of both GML and
GM.
• The node GP has a smart logic of when to execute in the codebase, it runs only if (a)
its been too long since it last executed, (b) the robot has followed almost the whole
of the previous trajectory planned by NP. While trying to execute the planner at a
rate higher than the maximum frequency set in the code (1Hz), we observed a lot of
thrashing, i.e. the GP will output a trajectory to a certain location (goal 1) for a while,
and then update the trajectory to move towards another location (goal 2), but then
again change the path towards goal 1. The time spent by the robot trying to reach
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goal 2 might have been wasted in such a scenario, and can lead to worse application
performance. This results in a counter intuitive effect of improving a low level metric
(running GP faster) not necessarily leading to better performance.
• In the case of VR, one needs to send a new frame (i.e. TW’s output) to the display
driver at a fixed frequency (called vsync) which is a function of the display’s hardware.
The scheduler should allow adding such constraints on the throughputs of components.
To summarize, the various kinds of heterogeneity listed above make the job of the scheduler
design complicated - it needs to be general enough so as to take into account all such
requirements, while solving for the best scheduling decisions.
3.1.4 Inferring Low – level Requirements
As discussed above, the requirements and constraints on low level metrics are deeply tied
to the application semantics, and can be very complex and heterogeneous. For instance,
there can be applications where executing the global planner at a higher rate always helps
performance. Not only is the scheduling problem given such requirements hard, inferring
them in the first place is also non trivial. Performing systemic offline experiments with
various configurations and scheduling decisions, can help in learning the (possibly non -
linear) mapping between application performance and low level metrics.
3.1.5 Preemption Granularity
The last challenge we would like to discuss is that the resource management decisions (es-
pecially temporal CPU allocation) must take into account the fact that certain components
should be preempted only at specific times in their execution. For example, if two compo-
nents A, B use shared memory or any common resource using locking mechanisms, it might
not make sense to preempt A while it has acquired the lock, since the other component B
will not be able to run even if we were to allot cpu time to B (because it won’t be able to
access the shared memory), and this can lead to wastage of cpu cycles. We observed this
in the VR application, where in both TW and Render components use the OpenGL server
[69], which internally uses locks to coordinate among various tasks.
Note that it might be interesting to explore managing multiple resources simultaneously
for such applications, but for this work we assume that the CPU is the only contended
resource (i.e. all other resources are ’ample’ or sufficient).
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3.2 OPPORTUNITIES
The on-board compute platform for a sense – react system typically runs only a single
application. This gives the resource manager full control and visibility over the system
(CPU) resources and application nodes, which enables making system-wide decisions.
Moreover, unlike many other systems, we can actively control the input load in the system
by controlling the rate at which the sensor nodes sense the environment, or the rate at which
other components produce new outputs. This adds another dimension to the scheduling
decisions, and differentiates the problem from systems such as stream processing where the
main goal is to load balance the incoming requests’ load.
Finally, the long-running nature of the applications allows for periodic monitoring of
resource usage, which can be useful in adapting the scheduling decisions dynamically.
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CHAPTER 4: RELATED WORK
In this chapter, we shall discuss the limitations of past work on system resource manage-
ment in meeting the challenges and exploiting the opportunities in sense - react systems.
We look at three broad (and most closely related) categories of related work, namely real
time scheduling, stream processing and offline profiling tools.
4.1 REAL TIME SCHEDULING
Before going into the literature, we first briefly describe the scheduling policies in Linux
which are also modelled by many real time works.
Linux provides two policy frameworks to handle temporal CPU allocation (one of the
scheduling decisions 3.1.1) - deadline based scheduling (linux SCHED DEADLINE) or pri-
ority based scheduling (linux SCHED FIFO). For the deadline policy, there is a deadline
parameter for each component, which denotes, how quickly should the node finish execution
every time it is triggered and the policy runs the component with the earliest deadline first
(EDF). For the priority policy, each node has a priority parameter, and whenever a com-
ponent is triggered, it will preempt all lower priority nodes. One can vary the deadline (or
priority) parameters to achieve the desired temporal CPU allocation.
The real time scheduling research can be divided into two broad categories.
The first set of research works assume low level requirements are given as input, and focus
on analysing whether a given set of scheduling decisions can satisfy the requirements. In
particular, the paper [70] operates in Linux’ SCHED Deadline policy, and takes as input
the execution frequencies as well as deadlines of all the nodes in the DAG. The main goal
of that paper is then to analyse whether the given set of nodes’ periods can satisfy the low
level requirements as well as the nodes’ deadlines. The paper [71] formulates analytical
model for chain level metrics for robotics applications, but they do so under the assumption
of a non preemptive, SCHED DEADLINE based scheduling policy, with core allocation as
an input. The paper [72] attempts to co-schedule both CPU and GPU for computer vision
applications, but takes as input the execution frequency of all the components. The paper
[73] models components having loops and switches, and analyses whether a given set of node
periods and deadlines will satisfy given low level requirements on a single core. The paper
[74] analyses low level metrics for a set of chain DAGs, with given periods, deadlines and
degrees of parallelism.
In summary, since these works only analyse feasibility for a given set of scheduling deci-
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sions. It is unclear how to extend these approaches to actually find the optimal decisions.
A trivial approach of using search algorithms to explore the space of all possible scheduling
decisions might not scale well with the size of the DAG. (and consequently the exponential
number of scheduling decisions)
The second set of research works try to optimize a subset of the scheduling decisions.
Davare et al [18] operates in the static priority based scheduling (i.e. Linux SCHED FIFO),
and tries to find the best set of frequencies for each node, with the decision of the node-
to-core assignment and the priority ordering for all the nodes, as an input. ROSCH [21]
also uses fixed priority based scheduling, and given the rates of the sensor nodes as an
input, it applies a heuristic based approach to assign cores and priorities to the nodes in the
DAG, but does not take into account the heterogeneous low-level requirements for different
components. The papers [19, 20] take node rates as an input, and solve for node priorities
and the cores to node assignment in the static priority scheduling paradigm. To summarize,
all these approaches assume some part of the scheduling decisions as their input.
To summarize, none of the works listed above handles the challenge of inferring low level
requirements 3.1.3, and just focus on solving the scheduling problem assuming that the re-
quirements (e.g. constraints on latencies / throughputs) are given. The research also does
not account for dynamicity of any kind (3.1.2), and also do not consider preemption granu-
larity. Lastly, none of the papers evaluate the impact of scheduling decisions on application
level performance.
4.2 STREAM PROCESSING
Stream processing systems resemble sense - react systems in that they both have pipelines
of tasks, which need to process incoming data (from sensors in sense-react systems).
Many works in this area use back pressure - based techniques [25, 26, 27, 28, 75], which
basically reduce the source’s sending rate if a downstream component cannot keep up with it.
SEDA [24] and Streamscope [76] model a single chain and DAG of components respectively,
with each component maintaining a queue of incoming inputs. The approaches in both the
papers control the number of threads a component is allowed to parallelize to, based on
various parameters such as current queue size. All these papers make local decisions (per
component or per edge), which may be suboptimal because they do not consider the effects
of such decisions at a global level.
There is some research on making system-wide resource management decisions decisions
(e.g. [23, 77, 78]), but they focus on resource allocation or task scheduling to handle a given
input ’load’ or data, the scale of which may vary. For example, handling client’s requests
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at a server. But, the distinctive feature of sense - react pipelines is that we can control the
incoming load, in the sense that the rate at which we want to sense the environment is a
scheduling decision that we can make.
A few other works look at input load shedding to avoid system overload (in scenarios where
a component cannot keep up due to increased compute time or the input load is too high),
but do not simultaneously optimize other scheduling decisions such as resource allocation
and task ordering (e.g. [22, 79]).
More generally, such mechanisms are designed for a different application domain and
environment (e.g. query processing in cloud clusters), and (a). do not co-optimize all the
scheduling decisions, and (b). do not optimize for the application-level goals of sense - react
systems.
4.3 OFFLINE PROFILING
There has been research in using extensive offline experiments to auto tune the config-
uration parameters for problems such as video analytics [32], stream processing systems
[30, 31], cluster sizing in analytics workloads [33]. OpenTuner [29] is a general framework
for program autotuning. These works use search techniques, such as gradient descent to
intelligently sample the space of all parameter values so as to limit the amount of profiling
experiments required, and choose the configuration that gives the best performance. While
such techniques bypass challege 3.1.3, they do not account for dynamicity of various kinds
- one might need to repeat the (expensive) profiling experiments if there are changes in the
environment or resource availability / consumption.
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CHAPTER 5: RESOURCE MANAGER DESIGN
5.1 PROBLEM FORMULATION
We model our scheduling problem as meeting constraints on and/or optimizing a weighted
linear combination of the low-level metrics along different chains in a DAG. In particular,
we support the following metrics - throughput of each component and throughput, latency
and RT along a chain (as defined in 3.1.3).
Our approach, Jenga, therefore, requires an input objective function in the form of con-
straints or weights across these metrics for an application. An example objective for the
navigation DAG could be to minimize the weighted sum of response time along different
chains, with a higher weight for the local chain to prioritize collision avoidance. As dis-
cussed in 3.1.3, such requirements will need to be specified by domain experts / application
developers, and we discuss the specific requirements we use for different applications in eval-
uation (§7). But, we do believe that specifying preferences and constraints on low level is
more intuitive and generalizable than directly setting system configuration parameters that
could vary with resource usage and availability. In future, we plan to explore whether the
mapping from application-level performance goals and the lower-level per-chain metrics can
be learnt via offline profiling.
Given an input objective function for an application DAG, Jenga makes CPU scheduling
decisions so as to optimize the specified objective and meet the constraints. We allow the
constraints to be soft, i.e. if the scheduler cannot meet them, it prints a warning, and aims
to meet a looser (scaled up) set of constraints.
We divide the application DAG into subchains and make the scheduling decisions at the
granularity of each subchain. Each subchain is a series of nodes that run at the same
rate in an event-driven manner (with the output from one node triggering the next). Two
components A,B can be combined into a single subchain if (a) node B is the only node that
consumes data incoming from node A, and there’s no value in re-running node B unless
there’s a new output from A, regardless of B’s other inputs, or (b) a particular chain’s
response time (or latency) constraint is very tight, in which case making a subchain helps
by allowing lower delays due to asynchrony between the nodes. Lastly, a node which has
drastically unique requirements, such as map callback which ’streams’ laser scan inputs, we
consider it as an independent subchain.
For each subchain, Jenga must determine: (i) the number of CPU cores that must be
assigned to it, (ii) the degree of per-node parallelism (for multi-threaded nodes), (iii) the
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rate at which the subchain (source node) is triggered, and (iv) the temporal allocation of
CPU across subchains sharing the same core. This is a hard scheduling problem. Even a
DAG scheduling involving a small subset of these dimensions has been proven to be NP-
hard [62]. We tackle it by adopting an hierarchical approach, where we break our scheduling
decisions into two stages – the first stage determines the mapping between subchains and
cores (§5.2), and the second stage makes scheduling decisions at per-core and per-subchain
granularity (§5.3). We begin with outline our approach under the assumption that the
computation time at each node and the number of cores is constant, and discuss how we
handle dynamicity in §5.4.
5.2 STAGE I: CORE ALLOCATION
For a DAG with n subchains on a system with k cores, our first stage of optimization
outputs a boolean matrix of size n × k, where an element aij is 1 if subchain i is allowed
to execute on core j. We use cx to denote the compute time of node x, and x ∈ SCi is the
set of all nodes which belong to subchain i. We assume that all cores are homogeneous, i.e.
equally powerful, but our approach can easily be extended to handle heterogeneous cores.
Assumption A1. We make a key assumption for tractability: each subchain either runs alone
on a certain number of cores or shares a single core with other subchains (i.e. two or more
subchains do not share two or more cores). This helps us in both solving the problem and
simplifying the implementation of the schedule, since each CPU core has an independent
run queue to store its tasks, in Linux.
We further make two approximations in this first stage:
Approximation Ap1. When multiple subchains share a core, each subchain gets an equal
share. This was inspired by the design of Linux’ Completely Fair Scheduler, which ensures
fairness by distributing the CPU time equally among tasks.
Approximation Ap2. When a subchain is assigned multiple cores, all of its nodes have the
same degree of parallelism (denoted by qi for subchain i). If the subchain allow parallelism
(denoted by Pi)
1, we assume that the execution time for all the nodes in the subchain scales
perfectly with qi (i.e. c
′
i = ci/qi).
We forgo these approximations when making finer-grained scheduling decisions in §5.3.
We develop analytical models to compute per-chain latency, throughput, and response times
as a function of aij. Combining with the approximations, we are able to formulate a Mixed
Integer Linear Program (MILP) that solves for aij so as to minimize the specified objective
1true if all nodes in the subchain are parallelizable
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function and meet constraints. We now discuss the formulation in detail. Let C denote the
number of chains in the DAG. We denote by lc and tc the latency and period (i.e. reciprocal
of throughput) along a chain, and by ps the period of subchain s, and by |c| the length of




(w1c ∗ lc + w2c ∗ tc) +
n∑
s=1




aij ≥ 1.0 ∀i (5.2)
n∑
i=1
aij ≥ 1.0 ∀j (5.3)
k∑
j=1
aij ≥ 1.0−M ∗ (1− xi) ∀i (5.4)
k∑
j=1
aij ≤ 1.0 +M ∗ xi ∀i (5.5)
yij ≤ aij ∀i, j (5.6)
yij ≤ xi ∀i, j (5.7)
yij ≥ xi + aij − 1 ∀i, j (5.8)
n∑
i=1
aij ≤ 1 +M(1− yij) ∀i, j (5.9)
n∑
i=1
aij ≥ 1−M(1− yij) ∀i, j (5.10)
zij ≤M(aij) ∀i, j (5.11)
zij ≤ pi ∀i, j (5.12)
pi − zij ≤M(1− aij) ∀i, j (5.13)
k∑
j=1
zij ≥ (maxx∈SCicx) ∗ bi ∀i (5.14)







wijl ≤ aij ∀i, j, l (5.17)
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wijl ≤ alj ∀i, j, l (5.18)



















Equation 5.1 represents the objective function, which is a weighted linear sum of the low
level metrics. The parameters w1c&w2c represent the weights for the latency and period of
chain c respectively. w3s represents the weight for the period of subchain s.
Eqn. 5.2 and 5.3 represent that each subchain (core) should be assigned at least one core
(subchain) respectively.
xi denotes whether a subchain gets more than one cores, and Eqn 5.4 and 5.5 represent
this. Equations 5.6 - 5.8 enforce that yij = aij&&xi, since yij represents whether subchain
i is on multiple cores (xi) and core j is one of them (aij). Equations 5.9 - 5.10 denote that
if yij = 1, then there should be only one subchain on core j. All these eqns together enforce
our assumption A1.
We analytically lower bound the period of each subchain based on the aij parameters.
Lets take two cases:
Case 1. If a subchain gets
∑k




would be the degree
of parallelism i.e. we allow each node in the subchain to use at most q cores. As per
approximation Ap2, we assume each node’s compute time scales perfectly with q [which we
forgo in §5.3], and and the period is given by pi = max(maxx∈SCi(cx/qi),Σx∈SCi(cx)/bi).
This formula was inspired by our theoretical result of optimal response time for a single
chain on multiple cores, explained in more detail in §5.3. We encode this formula (eqn 5.14,
5.16) in our formulation by making extra variables zij = piaij (Eqns 5.11 - 5.13). Eqn 5.15
signifies that qi = bi = 1 if the subchain is on a single core, eqn 21 states that qi = 1 and
consequently bi is the number of cores alloted to the subchain, if it is not parallelizable. The
MILP solver will make the trade off of qi while solving for aij; a larger qi may reduce per-
node processing times, but also reduces the degree of pipelining along the subchain. Note
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that we didn’t directly use the qi parameter in our constraints so as to be able to linearize
the formulation.
Case 2. If a core has s =
∑n
i=1 aij subchains assigned, then, due to approximation Ap1,
each subchain i gets 1/s share of the CPU, and hence will finish one execution in time
(
∑
x∈SCi cx) ∗ s. This is represented in eqn 5.20, where in, if subchain i doesn’t have > 1
cores, we lower bound the chain’s period by the product of the compute time of the subchain
multiplied to the total number of subchains on its core. To help express this constraint in
a linear form, we make extra variables of the form wijl, which represent if subchain i and l
share core j [represented in Eqns 5.17 - 5.19]. Note that we forgo this approximation in §5.3,
wherein we design a fine grained scheduling policy for each such core.
The variable exi represents the execution time of a subchain i, i.e. how long does it take
to finish one full execution & produce an output. It is at least the total compute time of
the subchain (eqn 5.23), and is equal to the subchain’s period if it is on a single core (eqn.
5.24) [one could get a tighter bound but we use this approximation].
Let chain c be denoted by sc0, sc1... Eqn 5.24 and 5.27 describe the chain throughput and
latency as a function of other variables. We add constraints corresponding to the following
: LTx (LTc) and UTx (UTc) represent the lower and upper bounds on the throughput of
node x (chain c) respectively. LLc and ULc similarly represent the lower and upper bound
constraints on the chain c’s latency. We can also add constraints/ weights on the chain’s
response time, which we approximate as lc + tc. Eqns 5.25, 5.26 and 5.28 represent these
constraints.
tc ≥ pi ∀SCi ∈ Cc (5.24)
LTc ≤ tc ≤ UTc ∀c (5.25)
LTx ≤ pi ≤ UTx ∀x ∈ SCi (5.26)
lc ≥ exc0 +
|c|∑
r=1
excr + pcr ∀c (5.27)
LLc ≤ lc ≤ ULc ∀c (5.28)
5.3 STAGE II: PER CORE & PER SUBCHAIN SCHEDULING
Given the subchain to core mappings from our first optimization stage, the next stage
makes finer-grained scheduling decisions for each subchain and core. There are two distinct
cases to consider:
Single subchain on one or more cores. We shall now extend the approach mentioned in
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§5.2 (Case 1). Considering a subchain of nodes {n1, n2, . . . nm} with k assigned cores. The
scheduler must determine the rate (or the time period p) of the source node (n1) and the
degree of parallelism for each node, such that the response time is minimized. We allow each
node in the subchain to use at most q cores (only a subset may be designed to use all q), and








j is nj’s computation time with at most q
cores 2. We have proved that this rate allocation achieves response time (for this particular
subchain) within 2× the optimal, and equal to the optimal for q = 1 [62]. The value of q
ranges from 1 to k; a larger q may reduce per-node processing times, but also reduces the
degree of pipelining along the subchain. The scheduler iterates over all k choices for this
subchain, and selects the value of q that results in lowest response time for this subchain.
Multiple subchains on a single core. For subchains s1, s2...sn assigned the same core Qj,
the scheduler must determine the temporal allocation of CPU time across them. We define a
variable fi for each subchain, which denotes two things: a) the subchain gets Σx∈SCi(cx) ∗ fi
CPU time per period, b) the subchain finishes one execution per 1/fi periods. The total
period of this schedule then comes out to be
∑
i∈Cj fi ∗ (Σx∈SCi(cx)). The execution of each
(fractional) subchain within a period follows topological ordering. Such a schedule ensures
that the CPU core is fully-utilized, while the fraction variables tune the core allocation
across subchains. We distinguish between subchains (or nodes) which have constraints on
average throughput (e.g. streaming nature such as GML) from others, by allowing f to take
arbitrary values for such nodes, but constraining it to be integral - reciprocal (i.e. 1/fi is an
integer) for other nodes. This is because, 1/fi being integral allows the scheduler to control
the exact throughput of the subchain.
We approximate the per chain metrics as an analytical function of these fraction variables,
and formulate a Geometric Programming problem to compute these variables such that the
specified objective function is optimized. We now describe our formulation. Note that we
make a single GP problem to solve for temporal CPU allocation of all the cores. Let SN
denote the set of subchains of the streaming nature, and let Qj denote core j, and SQj




(w1c ∗ lc + w2c ∗ tc) +
n∑
s=1
w3s ∗ ps (5.29)




(fi ∗ Σx∈SCi(cx)) ∀j (5.31)
2Note that we are not assuming perfect scaling here, and can use the actual/empirical compute time of





∗ pqj ∀i ∈ SQj (5.32)
tc ≥ pi ∀SCi ∈ Cc (5.33)
LTx ≤ pi ≤ UTx ∀x ∈ SCi (5.34)
lc ≥ pc0 +
|c|∑
r=1
2 ∗ pcr ∀c (5.35)
LTc ≤ tc ≤ UTc ∀c (5.36)
LLc ≤ lc ≤ ULc ∀c (5.37)
pqj denotes the period of core j, and its formula is given by Eqn 5.31. Eqn 5.32 represents
that each subchain finishes one full execution in 1/fi periods of its core.
Eqns 5.33 and 5.35 describe the formulae for chains’ throughput and latency (similar to
§5.2), and Eqns 5.36, 5.37 represent lower and upper bound constraints on these chain level
metrics. We similarly can add constraints on node throughput using eqn 5.34. Note that
the lower bound constraints are not tight here, i.e. pi ≥ LTx does not necessarily imply that
the the subchain’s period (eqn 5.32) will also be more than LTx. This is mostly because
geometric programming only supports less than constraints to maintain convexity.
5.4 HANDLING DYNAMICITY
Coarse Grained Dynamicity. We handle dynamicity by recording the computation time
across all nodes and tracking the number of available cores over time. We re-compute
the stage II scheduling decisions (§5.3) periodically (every 5s in our implementation) using
the 95%ile computation time for each node measured over the previous 50 values in our
implementation (We support multimodal compute times by taking the weighted sum of
95%ile compute times across the different modes). We re-invoke the stage I optimization
(§5.2) less frequently (once every 20s in our implementation). We chose these periods so as
to keep the overhead of re-solving low.
Fine Grained Dynamicity. We are exploring using priorities or precedence as a way to
handle fine grained variations, e.g. sudden spikes in compute times. For instance, we can
specify if a node B wants to wait for a new output from another node A 3. This will allow
node B to take up some of the cpu time assigned to node A if needed. We can add extra
constraints in our optimization problems to reflect this as well.




We implement the Jenga controller as a ROS node for robotics and as an ILLIXR plugin
for AR/VR, both of which use the same backend which handles all the scheduling decisions.
The controller assumes that each node runs in a thread of its own.
Initialization. At the start of the application, the controller requires that all the nodes
should send their thread id. For robotics, we modify ROS’ ros comm library to expose the
ids of all the threads it uses under-the-hood to handle communication between nodes. The
scheduler uses the thread ids for each node to control when does it get to execute, at runtime.
The controller runs the stage I optimization to map nodes (and their corresponding threads)
to cores. Then, for each core j with multiple subchains, the controller spawns a thread (let’s
denote it by ThCj) which is assigned to handle temporal cpu allocation for core j, and,
for each subchain i assigned to multiple cores, it similarly spawns a thread (let’s denote it
by ThSi). Finally, it spawns an extra thread (denoted by ThOpt) to handle updating the
optimal scheduling decisions dynamically.
Runtime. At runtime, each scheduler thread ThSi triggers the first (source) node of the
subchain i at the analytically computed time period, and informs the nodes of the subchain
of the computed degree of paralellism. Each scheduler thread ThCj enforces the fractional
schedule, by (a). sending a trigger to the first node in each (non-streaming) subchain sy
every 1/fy periods, and (b). in each period, iterating over all the subchains, and for subchain
sy, assigning Linux’ SCHED FIFO policy with high priority to all the thread ids of (all the







cx) ∗ Fi time. Figure 6.1 demonstrates this schedule for the navigation application.
We make one modification to this - for subchains with optimal fraction = 1, we wait for their
execution to finish before moving on with the schedule. Each subchain is internally purely
event driven 1. Lastly, each node sends its compute time to the scheduler periodically.
MILP & GP Implementation. The thread ThOpt periodically re-solves for the new
optimal scheduling decisions, based on the latest compute time estimates of all nodes (it
uses the 95%ile compute time of the last 50 values). It re-computes Stage I every 20s,
and Stage II every 5s. Both the optimization problems (MILP for stage I and GP for
stage II) have been implemented using the Mosek Fusion library in C++. We added extra
constraints to the stage II optimization, namely (i). scale the period of each core by 1.05 to
adhere to Linux’ constraint of allowing real time processes to only use 95% CPU [80], and
(ii). use fractions for subchains s.t. the amount of time alloted to the subchain per period
1i.e. each node waits on its predecessor to finish
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Figure 6.1: DAG representing the face tracking robot application
is atleast 1ms, i.e. (
∑
xi
cx) ∗ fi ≥ 0.001, this was to reduce the overhead of preemption
and priority changing per subchain, per period (based on the mechanism described in the
Runtime section above). For the navigation DAG with two (three) cores, the solvers for stage
I and stage II take 50ms (150ms) and 16ms (15ms) respectively on an AWS EC2 instance
of type m4.4xlarge 2. Note that we periodically re-solve at a rate so as to use less than 5%
CPU for these computations.
Note that we had tried using SCHED DEADLINE directly to enforce the fractional sched-
ule, but it turned out to be quite inflexible in allowing fine grained control of the schedule
(e.g. in terms of waiting for a subchain to finish, scheduling at subchain granularity), though
it might’ve been more efficient.
2The time taken for stage - I scales with the number of cores since the number of variables aij also scales.
But, for stage - II, the number of variables only depends on the DAG and not cores
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CHAPTER 7: EVALUATION
We will now discuss the evaluation setup for the three applications, as well as their specific
requirements, constraints and the corresponding results.
7.1 FACE TRACKING ROBOT
We start with evaluating the face tracking application, which has a simple DAG comprising
of a single chain.
7.1.1 Setup
We use Gazebo [81] to simulate a dummy moving along a square path centered at a robotic
camera that can rotate at a velocity of upto 3.2rad/s ([82, 83]). Gazebo feeds camera inputs
into detection and planning nodes implemented in ROS, which in turn feed the velocity
output back to the simulated camera. We make a few modifications to this basic setup to
better model realistic timings.
We run the whole setup (i.e. the simulator as well as the application) on an AWS EC2
instance (m5.4xlarge). Gazebo runs on 5 reserved cores, and sends camera inputs as fast as
it can to a shim source node, which then publishes the latest input at the specified frequency.
We add a node that models the time taken for post-processing or formatting camera inputs
(measured as 25ms using usb-cam module [84]). Since the algorithm to detect the dummy
is trivial (detects a green rectangle since the dummy has a green shirt), we model realistic
timings by augmenting our detection node – every time it processes a simulated frame, it also
runs a single-cascade HAAR algorithm [37, 85] on a frame drawn from a real video data-
set [86, 87] (the time taken for this varies between 55-60ms). The planning node (which
takes 1ms) tracks the dummy using the detection output from the simulated frame. We
experiment with varying source frequency and speed at which the dummy moves, as well as
with different number of cores k made available to the application (that excludes Gazebo).
7.1.2 Requirements
Since there is only a single chain, we model it as a single subchain, and hence the scheduling
problem boils down to the case of a single subchain on one or multiple cores (from §5.3).






Black vertical lines indicate computed optimal frequency. 
Gray vertical lines indicate default frequency.
Figure 7.1: Response time (top) and tracking performance for different object speeds (bot-
tom) as source frequency is varied on one and two core systems.
7.1.3 Results
Metrics. We measure the tracking performance of the robot as average angular distance
(δangle) between the camera’s orientation and the position of the dummy (a lower value
implies better performance).
Figure 7.1 shows the response time and tracking performance on a system with one and
two cores, for a range of source frequencies (with the computed optimal and default indicated
by vertical lines). The optimal here is based on our theoretical analysis for a single chain
DAG which minimizes the chains’ response time. The compute capacity is the bottleneck
with one core, while the slowest node is the bottleneck with two cores. The top graphs in
Figures 7.1 reveal that is the lowest at the analytically optimal source frequency (computed
using the tail node processing times).
In terms of the performance metric, we draw the following key observations: (i) Tracking
performance strongly correlates with the response time, confirming the impact of low-level
metrics on application performance. (ii) The computed optimal frequency performs the
best, outperforming the default value. This shows the impact of scheduling on application
performance. (iii) In general, it is harder to track a faster moving object. The optimal
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Figure 7.2: (Left) Map-I : A small map with 2 dynamic obstacles (blue), which start moving
towards the opposite wall (to block the robot’s path) when the robot (red) arrives near.
(Right) Map-II : A map with multiple rooms and one static obstacle.
frequency is able to track the object for a wider range of speeds.
7.2 ROBOT NAVIGATION
7.2.1 Setup
We now use the navigation application described in §?? for evaluation. We use Stage [88]
to simulate a P3AT robot [89]. The simulator feeds laser scans and odometry into the
application, which is implemented on top of ROS, and the application feeds the robot’s
velocity back into Stage. Fig 7.2 shows the two maps we use for the robot to explore. The
robot starts at a fixed location in the map, and needs to explore the whole area, while
avoiding collisions with the obstacles.
7.2.2 Requirements
We obtained constraints on response times for all the chains using experiments with the
default codebase on a variety of frequencies. We model the objective function as weighted
sum of these 4 response times, with weights proportional to the constraints. We make S -
LC - LP a single chain considering its very tight constraint to avoid obstacles. We also add
the following application specific requirements into our optimization formulation :
• Since GM does not execute unless there is a new output from GML, its period is
constrained by GML’s period. Also, due to GML’s logic of discarding laser scans with
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Figure 7.3: Results for 30 explorations on Map - I (Left) Bars denote Collisions and the
dotted line denotes the median RT for local chain for different policies. (Right) For every %
area covered, the dotted lines plot how many explorations covered that much area, and the
solid lines plot the median (simulated) time taken to cover that area. The number in the
legend represents the number of explorations which had 0 collisions and covered 90% area.
no new information, it only produces new outputs at 1Hz on average and 1.5Hz in
25%ile. So, we add a constraint on GM to be slower than 1.5Hz, and GML’s period
used in the chain’s latency formula is also constrained to be slower than 1.5Hz.
• Stage publishes laser scans and odometry at 50Hz (we have sped up simulation by
5x). We add a constraint on GML’s period being atleast 20ms, and its weight in the
objective function is non zero.
• The application had logic to not run GP faster than 1Hz, which was to avoid thrashing,
as described in §3.1.3. We hence add this as a constraint in our formulation.
7.2.3 Results
Metrics. We consider two key application metrics – the number of collisions, the rate of
exploration, and the proportion of explorations which successfully explore the whole map.
We measure the collisions as reported by the simulator, and the rate of exploration based
on the GM’ output map’s size.
We evaluate two scenarios – a robot tasked with exploring (i) 380sq.m. total area with
dynamic obstacles, and (ii) 550sq.m. total area with one static obstacle (Fig 7.2). We run
both the experiments on an AWS EC2 machine (m4.4xlarge), with stage allocated 6 cores,
and the application allocated one core (the scheduler included). We compare against two
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Figure 7.4: Results for 50 explorations on Map - II for different schemes. For every % area
covered, the dotted lines plot how many explorations covered that much area, and the solid
lines plot the median (simulated) time taken to cover that area. The number in the legend
represents the number of explorations which had 0 collisions and covered 90% area.
Figure 7.5: The room and the headset view for the VR application
baselines: (i) hand-tuned node frequencies set as default by application developers, relying
on default OS policies for scheduling, and (ii) an all high setting, where each subchain
is on a separate core (total 5 cores), running at 100Hz. We compare these policies with
two variations of Jenga- (a) Static 95ile, where in the stage II optimizations are solved at
initialization time assuming the knowledge of execution time of all nodes, (b) Dynamic, where
the controller periodically re-computes the optimal solution based on observed compute
times.
Map - I. Figure 7.3 shows the results for the small map with dynamic obstacles. We draw the
following key observations: (i) Jenga Static and Dynamic, as well as AllHigh avoid collisions
more effectively than the default configuration in the obstacles scenario (also reflected by
Runs which cover > 90% area with no collisions which is better by 3x). This stems from the
fact that these three schemes much better response time for the local chain than the default
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Approach Scheduling Inputs Time
Jenga Compute time of each node 30-60ms (C++ Mosek)
Davare et al [18]




Verucchi et al [70]
Compute time of each node,
Node Rates and deadlines.
6min-1hr (C++)
Table 7.1: Comparing the different approaches on what inputs they require (excluding low
level requirements which are an input for all the above), and how long they take, in terms of
solving the resource management problem for the robot navigation application on a single
core.
scheme. (ii) The number of explorations which cover atleast 90% area is also the worst for
Default. (iii) The rate of exploration is slightly worse for our policies but even worse for
AllHigh. This highlights that the ’obvious’ optimal strategy of running every node at the
highest possible frequency on separate cores might not perform well.
Map - II. Figure 7.4 shows the results for map - II with just one static obstacle. There were
no collisions in any of the schemes hence we only plot the area metric. We make the following
observations - (i) Our exploration rate is similar to default (We were not expecting this and
are investigating reasons for no performance improvement), but AllHigh does do slightly
better. (ii) The number of explorations out of 50 runs, that cover more than 90% area is
better for Jenga Static and Dynamic, and AllHigh, by 19%, 17% and 22% respectively.
We had tried to evaluate for the related works as well - specifically, Davare et al [18] and
Verucchi et al [70]. Table 7.1 shows that these approaches (i) only solve for a subset of the
scheduling decisions, (ii) take a long time to execute.
7.3 VIRTUAL REALITY
7.3.1 Setup
We run a VR application for a user looking around in a room (Fig 7.5). We use a publicly
available IMU and camera dataset to simulate the sensors. We run the VR application DAG
on a single core of 3.7GHz frequency.
7.3.2 Requirements
We model the IMU - Int - TW as one subchain, but allow IMU and Int to run at a fixed
frequency of 200Hz (since that is the frequency in the sensor dataset).
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As discussed in §3.1.3, the frequency of Timewarp needs to be exactly vsync, which for this
particular hardware setup is 120Hz (8.33ms). We use constraints on the IMU - Int - TW
chain based on domain expertise.
7.3.3 Results
We compared the performance of the Default system (hand tuned parameters for the
specific hardware) and Jenga system based on subjective visual metrics, and both the systems
seemed to have a similar level of smoothness in the rendered video. But, Jenga was able to
automatically meet the vsync requirement (mean and median error (i.e. difference between
vsync and when the scheduler executes TW) is 0.03ms), which had been achieved in the
default scenario by forcing TW to sleep for a manually tuned time [hardware - specific].
We are currently working on evaluating these applications for multi core scenarios, and
possibly extending to more complicated applications.
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CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
While our work highlights the challenges involved in CPU scheduling for sense - react
applications, it also shows the promise of dynamic resource management in improving a
robot’s performance, opening multiple interesting directions for future research.
Inferring Low – level Metrics. Jenga requires domain expertise to specify an objec-
tive function in terms of low-level requirements and preferences on throughput and latency.
While more intuitive than tuning system configuration, it may still be non-trivial to rea-
son about how these metrics impact application performance (as also highlighted in §3.1.3).
Using a systemic and automated profiling based approach to infer the mapping between
application performance and lower-level metrics, and evaluating how well such a mapping
generalizes across scenarios is an interesting (and important) future direction. Moreover,
the objective function itself could vary over time (e.g. being closer to certain locations may
require higher throughput along certain chains). Future extensions of Jenga could support
such adaptations.
General Deployment Models. Our current work considers sense - react systems with a
single on-board computer, with CPU as the only contended resource. Future work can look
into simultaneously managing different shared resources (CPU, GPUs, network bandwidth)
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